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The Clicc-World:
Products, applications, power rating and prices
The Clicc-system is a solar kit as well as an innovative gadgetry platform. Combining the
basis devices Clicc and ClicLite is already enough to charge rechargeable batteries of
terminal equipment or to run devices directly.
The Clicc
A highly efficient 4x4 cm small solar module, 4 mm flat and 10 g light. The Clicc has a
nearly indefinite life expectancy, consists of highly capable crystalline solar panels and is
available in six colours at the moment (seasonal and limited designs will follow). By
connecting the modules to all four directions power can be increased as necessary. It is
possible to create countless forms and designs and to develop convenient basis devices
within the gadgetry platform for all imaginable applications.
Application
As mobile energy reserve for mobile phones, iPods or other devices the module is plugged
on the basis device ClicLite and generates power from solar energy in this combination.
Power rating
One module produces 0.17 watt with ideal solar radiation. Six modules produce 1 watt.
Expressed in real charge current that means: 1 Clicc = 35mA, 6 Cliccs = 210mA.
Price
The Clicc is available as three-pack and in two different colour schemes for 19.50 € each.
A single Clicc costs 7 €.
The ClicLite
Basis device, energy reserve and the world’s smallest and with 30g lightest solar charger.
With USB interface for mobile phone, iPod, camera etc.. With integrated ultra bright LEDlight in three light intensities and individually usable ring for hanging up on clothes, bags or
keys.
Application
Via the USB-port of the ClicLite energy will be transferred to a smart phone e.g..
The ClicLite also suits as a charger for cameras, iPods, route guidance systems and
further electronically operated devices.
The ClicLite also can be charged via the USB-interface of a computer within two hours.
Power rating
 The rechargeable battery of the ClicLite has a capacity of 450 mAh and delivers at
its 5V USB-outlet an electric current of 500mA.
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 The ClicLite will be fully charged within approximately four hours with a three pack
of Cliccs, with a single module within approximately twelve hours.
 Power rating of the LED-light with fully charged rechargeable battery: 12 hours
when operating at maximum level, 50 hours at medium light intensity, 600 hours on
night light level.
 A fully charged ClicLite charges an ordinary mobile phone for approximately 30%, a
smart phone for approximately 15% - which is about an hour of talk time or
intensive use.
 One hour of maximum incident solar radiation on a Clicc yields 5 minutes of talk
time with smart phone or mobile phone.
Price
ClicLite and Clicc cost 36 € in the bundle.
The ClicBoard
For up to nine Cliccs stuck together the ClicBoard is the stabilising back panel when the
modules are in motion, too.
Application
The required size is cut out and the assembled Cliccs are attached with the accompanied
pads.
By expanding the shoring the field is tilted directly at the sun or hung with the integrated
eyes in the window or on the bag.
Preis
7 € per edition .
The ClicSet
Everything in it, because the box contains all materials in order to effectively use the
ClicLite: clothing clip, USB-USB charging cable and USB adapter cable - for the latest
smart phones and mobile phones.
Price
Compete box 14 €.
The colours
Depending on your mood and possibly also daily condition the Clicc is available in the
colours Sun (yellow), Sky (blue), Emotion (red), Grass (Green), Cloud (white) and Night
(Black).
The ClicLite is white.
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